HOW DID WE(HUMANITY AND EARTH) BECOME SOULS OF DISTORTION????
let's keep it simple..for everyone to understand.

LETS IMAGINE HOW WE CAME TO EARTH.
lets imagine all the dimensions with the source in the middle:

the source in the middle is allknowing and connected to all outer rings
lets say the source in the middle is the 100th dimension and contains all DNA for life to exist
in all dimensions
AND NOW LETS SEE HOW THIS ENERGY IS TRANSPORTED TO THE OUTER RINGS..THE LOWER
DIMENSIONS/MORE DENSE DIMENSIONS UNTILL WHERE WE ARE NOW:3/4/5TH
DIMENSION.
When a drop of source material wants to expand and experience the lower dimensions, the
allknowing source intends an energtic double( a drop of source material/pure consiousness)
to experience a lower dimension and may act based on freewill.
This drop of pure consiousness remains connected to source...by a cristalline etherical
umbilical cord.And the source experiences what this drop of consiousness is experiencing
because there this drop of consiousness is connected to source again through a cristalline
embilical cord.THIS IS A 2 WAY system.Known as the DNA spiral,vortex
energy,wormhole,etc.TOO many words for the same principle.LETS KEEP IT SIMPLE!

This drop of consiousness can also intend more energtic doubles in the same
dimension...expanding in a horizontal fashion.
This process of intending energetic doubles is also called the fractal effect.
AND ORGANIC CRISTALLINE IS THE ONLY MATERIAL THAT IS CAPABLE OF TRANSPORTING
THIS LIGHT/SOURCE ENERGY AT LIGHTENING SPEED TO MAINTAIN THE
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CONTINUITY.transporting the light of the source(god) through everthing that exists.
ON EARTH WE CALL THIS ENERGY LOVE...COMES FROM G(O)OD...FILLS US WITH ENERGY.
AN EXPRESSION OF EVERTHING AROUND US EXISTS IN A HIGHER DIMENSION...IT WAS
INTENDED TO BE BY THE HIGHER SELF.
MOTHER EARTH ALSO EXISTS IN HIGHER DIMENSIONS..
The beings in the higher dimensions(closer to the source) are etherical in beings and have
no dense physical form like us and can travel back and forth through the dimensions they
experience by heart.These beings astral project by willpower(heart connected to
imagination/INTEND).

In your heart resides the connection to source..the key of wisdom.A spark of source
material.AND IF YOU READ ON AND KEEP IMAGINING.. YOU WILL KNOW WHY
The dimensions lower than the 33rd dimensions become more dense and the beings(still
the drops of consiousness and connected to source) become more dense ...and intend to
ajust to physical forms to experience the matching dimensions and to create in LOVE,
connected to Source.Intended by source(GOD) and acting in god's name...Even if the body is
more dense, it still taps into the continuity of love....later on you will see how they got us
(humanity/earth) out this connection.EVERY-BODY(physicalform) can tap into this cristalline
lightnetwork of source.

OUR PANETARY SYSTEM and there for also ourselves...how it once was and how it changed.
All planets are hollow and have their inner suns.THE BEINGS LIVE ON THE INSIDE.
The INNER and OUTER suns are satellites of the source...and again are connected to
eachother through the ORGANIC cristalline umbilical cords.they call them
wormholes.Strings ...like in stringtheory.The wormholes(in-and output) is the cristalline
highway through which Organic Cristalline spaceships travel together with the crsialline
beings upon them.
Everthing resonates to ONE SOURCE.CONNECTED!!!AS ONE!!in LOVE/LIGHT.A COSMIC
SYMPHONY OF EXPRESSIONS OF SOURCE(GO(O)D)...all the frequencies/vibrations have
expressions in colour ,sound,smell,taste ,touch,etc...the senses we wanted to experience in
this universe... experiencing the expression of love through the humanbody...the HOUSE of
your energybody/drop of source.The white light of source(allknowing) devided over the
chakra's.White light/LOVE devided over the chakra's system in your Body.Like the prism
effect of the rainbow.
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IT IS ABOUT BEING ALIGNED AND CONNECTING IN A VERTICAL MANNER.Aligning the
chakras, doing what you imagine and what you feel(heart) is right.. using your
intuition.Making the correct Heart /mind connection.first feeling and then thinking
Imagination is connected to your pineal gland...in the form of insights,idea's
the pineal gland is a cristal transmitter and receiver and is connected to source...it receives
the higher knowing from higher dimension...always connected to the energetic double in
the higher dimension:

And bringing the higher knowledge in to manifest..through experiencing..based on free
will/heart.
The downwards spiral projected to us on earth comes to this universe by our sun and is
connected to our higher self.Our higher self provides a constant flow of energy.Through the
etherical connection.
it reaches us through our crown chakra..and flows through the chakras bringing the higher
frequencies in to activate the chakras and DNA in the energybody.This light flows through all
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the chakra's and flows into the earth ..through the cristalline grid of mother earth.
This cristalline grid is the computer of mother earth and is activated by the sun of hollow
earth.The vibrations of the sun create the upward spiral.When we connect to this grid
mother earth activates her knowing how to manifest.Also stores the memory of her-story in
her data cristalline databanks.And we all know how much data is stored of a tiny crsitalline
computer chip.Imagine how much data mother earth has.
As you maybe can imagine now, we have always been monopolar.later on I will explain how
we "thought" became bi-polar.
By a collective of creator's creating in the sources name..we intended te created this
planetary system/universe.
THE BIG BANG
As creators we intended to experience a world in density/physical form.As a collective we
used high advanced technoloy to project a beam of light into the density.intending a New
satellite of the source..A SUN..TO BE.
High advanced technologly was used to create a wormhole to this space,using creators tools
to create a stargate from and to this universe ...OUR SUN.
Programmed cristalline structures,hollow shells were put in orbit and circle their way
through dense space, atrackting the matter coused by the BIG BANG, to form planets to
sustain life..this was a gradual proces,evolving through it's own experience.Going through
evolution to sustain higher life forms.from microbes,plants,etc to what we are now.
Inside these shells is an inner son sun activating the cristalgrid below our feet.All the planets
are hollow.

lets see how this looks..now lets look at Tesla's sphere:
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Do you see the blue colours and violet colours..they speak about so much in these times.
The indigo blue rays activate the blueprint/open dna and the violet rays transmute karma.
Dna are little light packages of knowledge.A knowing that you open through experiencing.By
experiencing and walking your path in "alignment" ....BY HEART...you gain knowledge and
the more dna opens the "Brighter"you become.A higher resonating vibration.
NOW LETS PLACE THE FOLLOWING PICTURE OVER TESLA'S ORB.
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do you see why tesla's knowing has been hidden??it reveals the flow of energy
THE ANSWER is staring in our face and reveiling hollow earth and it's hidden lightsource: the
sun of hollow earth.
In energetic terms this is what we are composed of: consiuousness,expressions of love:

a compilation of all knowing through the dimensions leading back to the source.
https://www.google.nl/search?sourceid=navclient&hl=nl&ie=UTF-8&rlz=
1T4NDKB_nlNL560NL560&q=kabbalah+tree+of+life+meaning
in other words;an electrical circuit with power nodes:chakra's
above you have also seen a picture of a human with chakra's,,what misses in that picture is
the white light 30 cm below the feet,which is a powernode of the sun of hollow earth=the
earthstar...OUR LIGHT CONNECTION TO THE INNER SUN.
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If you look at the tree of life, can you understand that everything grows towards the
light??...the roots of a tree grow towards the vibrations of the sun of hollow earth.atree has
the consiousness that it can reach into infinity and has a torodial field.

AS ABOVE AS... BELOW.

The upward spiral and downward spiral meet each other in the heart.The knowing of
source combining with mother earth's knowing.In The heartspace they meet combining the
knowledge of the etherical chakra's(feminin principal) with the earthly chakra's(male
pricipal).This illuminates the diamant source particle in your heartspace.When this happens
we create a torodial field that that spreads it vibrations horizontally into the ether.
see it like this: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=apATohQO8V0

if we view the earth and humanity from above and see energy flowing we see
this...vibrating as ONE unit...vertically letting energy flow through our chakra's and letting it
flow horizonatlly through the ether and the energygrid.Through this way the energy
becomes "available"to every living being on and in the planet...energetically sharing
knowledge.
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It has always been intended... what you receive in alignment/love, you manifest outwardly
into the dimension you reside in.through expression of feelings,art music etc.using your five
senses....and exspecially through the extended heartchakra's...your hands.
Simply said:what you receive vertically you spread horizontally...and if you see this energy
flow from ABOVE...you see the flower of life.
During the consiousness of Lemuria and later on Atlanitis the creators lived divided from the
homo erectus evolving on the land.These civilications lived in communities at sea.They ruled
the element water..also a transpoter of codes and vibrations...a transporter of light.as
people know now..water is a medium,an intelligence..it copies the intentions of the
transmitters(beings) who send out vibrations.
The homo erectus were intended energetic doubles of the Atlantians themselves.Letting
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nature to follow it's own path in evolution to see how this would evolve.the energies
needed to let the life evolve was transported to the homo erectus by the energy
transporter/medium:WATER.Like another transporter:THE ETHER....IT COPIES
INFORMATION:frequencies. Frequencies that are set out(intended) to open the dormant
packages of DNA ..waiting to be opened and experienced.

ATLANTIS WAS A CRISTALLINE STRUCTURE.

A super advanced civilisation and It was built in the shape of concentric circles.
Receiving in a vertical manner and built on what they call a leyline node.These nodes
(junctions were leylines come together) receive vertically and spread the energy in a
horizontal manner to reach every living being on earth.Atlantis spread the fequencies by
using the element:WATER.This if how the vibrations reached the homo-erectus and every
living being on the land.The homo erectus ruled the element:AIR/ether.These are the days
of paradise...living in abundance with no shortages..living in the flow of source...the
NATURE of things.No energyleaks and using the chakras correctly.
the high priests/priestesses lived in the centre of the structure of atlantis...in the cristaline
temples.They were connected to the flow of energy..as we say..the spirit of GAIA/mother
earth.They connected to mother and heard her call..from the people of the land.
This high priesthood,the ATLA-RA assisted the people of the land and were connected to
what they call..the second moon of Atlantis.A cristal orb..and assemblage point of energy.
At a micro level you can compare the second moon of atlantis to the white orb above your
head.It's is mentioned in the books of carlos castaneda,as the assemblage point.
Also see the connection to many more selves in higher dimensions..leading right back to
source.straight up in a vertical manner with no horizontal distractions/input from an outer
source:
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If the people of the land needed rain they asked mother earth..the ATLA-RA "hearded"the
call and intended "intended"(telekinesis)to move the orb above the area which needed
more sun/rain etc. This cristalorb amplified the intentions of the priesthood and the
elements were given to sustain an optimal life without shortages.The homo-erectus was not
aware of the presence of their "family"living at SEA.This was intended to be so that they
could develope on what they call free wil...but always energetically guided by their higher
energetic doubles/higher selves.They provided them with everything they needed..because
they LOVED them...d you recognize the Mayan IN LACK'ECH...I am another you? They are
energetically the same.The same DNA..only the higher self is full activated and the lower
self has more dormant/unopened DNA to EXPERIENCE.
This was what is once was..and will become Once again.
But first we must know the correct history to move on to another dimension.
it's about opening your mind and FEELING what is truth..Imagine What you are reading!!
IN THIS STATE YOUR BRAIN IS FULLY ACTIVATED AND NOT ONLY YOUR LOWER REPTILIAN
BRAIN.WHEN ALL BRAINS FULLY ACTIVATED THE REPTILIAN BRAIN IS THE SERVANT OF THE
ANGELIC CHRISTED EXTRATERRESTRIAL BRAIN.IT KNOWS HOW TO MANIFEST BY
CONNECTING TO MOTHER EARTH...FEELING!IN A VERTICAL ALIGNMENT.
THIS VERTICAL ALIGNMENT IS ALSO KNOWN AS THE SCHUMANN RESONANCE.
THIS IS YOUR REPTILIAN BRAIN:
http://www.crystalinks.com/reptilianbrain.html
and the other brains are the christed extraterrestrial brain and angelic brain...which are
connected to what they call JUNK DNA

The reptilians
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As we have higher selves.. so do the reptilians.They have been here before us:descended
into density.We know this..the dinosaurs are the proof.Mother earth has had many
"programms"before us.Her-story reveals this...as we all know.
Our planetsystem receives new frequencies from the source and the blackholes "sucks up"
the energy thats comes free from opening DNA/EVOLUTION in this planet system.It is the
entrance to higher dimensions..a way in and a way out.....to bring back the energy to
source..At cristalline lightening speed so that it is always know what is happening in it's
"HOUSE"..The source reads intentions at lightening speed...because it is source itself(US)
which it acting with it's energy.KNOW THYSELF!WHAT YOU ARE MADE OF!
The reptilains have the same genetic make-up as we have and only have another expression
of source in the physical form/embodiment.In lackéch.

This is not about all reptilians.HER_story is about agroup of reptilians.And David icke
revealed these Bloodlines PERFECTLY.
This group of reptilians had experienced all the lower dimensions and were through the
higher dimensions on there way back to source.The collective Reptilians are masters in
Genetics as you might imagine.They already gained the knowledge of creating in lower
dimensions.And the knowledge you gain by heart you always take with you to the next
level/dimension...this is called evolution...opening DNA.
If you passed lower dimensions by heart..you always have acces to travel back..because you
know have to resonate within this dimension...ALLKNOWING!Because this is a continuum
you can always go back in a physical body or without...Shapeshifting..ajusting to what you
want to express.

As we know from a lot of scriptures GOD/ the source "casted out"what we call now The
fallen Angels.Etherical beings residing in the etherical realms without an
embodiment/physical form.To Travel where ever they please.These creators were sent out
by the source to experience the lower dimensions themselves.These are inorganic beings
and have no embodiment.They were sent out to take a physical embodiment.To experience
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the realms what they self had created by sending energy to these realms/dimensions.

On their way to the lower realms and knowing that they will experience a an embodiment
and thereby loosing there full consiousness ...they came across a group of advanced
reptilians.Who were on their way back to source and had experienced the lower
dimensions....the lower dimensions source intended to experience through the "casted
out"creators.These creators have..just like us...their free will to act.
These lightbeings impressed the reptilians with their consiousness/knowledge.
They got these reptilians on their side...the ones who have an embodiment and have access
to act in the dimensions they have experienced by heart/alignment.These Ones fallen into
the dense realms.. ... had no intention to be captured in a physical embodiment .They were
free to ceate and had a group on there side: a group of reptilians. The fallen ones could take
an embodiment the reptilians created for them and thereby BY-PASSING THE EXPERIENCE
OF LOWER DIMENSIONS.
By doing this these creators still had the full knowledge in a physical embodiment.AND
COULD DO AS THEY PLEASE:FREE WILL
THE INTENTION OF THESE FALLEN ONES...WHICH WE KNOW AS THE ANNUNAKI,MEANING
:THOSE WHO CAME FROM HEAVEN TO EARTH,WAS TO TAKE OVER THE SOURCE AND
BECOME SOURCE ITS SELF!
LET'S LOOK AT THE 13 CHAKRA'S SYSTEM THAT WILL BE ACTIVATED AGAIN and WAS
ACTIVATED IN THE TIME OF ATLANTIS:
http://www.2012.com.au/DNA_upgrades.html
ONCE WE HAD 13 CHAKRA'S WORKING AND NOW 7?????

THE GALACTIC CRIMINALS DESTOYED ALL THE PLANETS THEY VISITED BEFORE THEY CAME
TO EARTH..TROUGH THE SAME PRINCIPAL...BY LETTING THE ENERGY FLOW TOWARDS
THEIR OWN INTENTIONS...and everytime it didn't work!!!And here on earth is their last
attempt to do this... to take over GOD"S HOUSE WITH ALL THE DIMENSIONS...they have
been waiting for this A LONG TIME..by knowing how the planets react to eachother and
what is to come.
The creators found their reptilian helpers..in the Draconian system.Through the galactic
wars in the system they came to earth by the starship Niburu.The Planet of the Crossing:
http://www.nibiruancouncil.com/html/flagshipnibiru.html#
they landed in what we knew then as Mesopotamia:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mesopotamia
The Homo erectus was walking the land.THE EARTH AN ENERGETIC ORB FULL OFF
LIGHT/SOURCE MATERIAL..The light source the Creators needed to keep their DNA fully
activated...ALL KNOWING.And they were here on earthLooking back at the source with the
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same knowledge how to CREATE. they weaponized the reptilians to maintain the order.
ONE GROUP OF ADVANCED CRIMINALS WHO WERE WEAPONIZED WITH THE HIGHEST
KNOWING/TECHNOLOGY.THE KNOWLEDGE OF HOW ENERGIES FLOW THROUGH THE
UNIVERSE.
the same strategy was used by the mayan invasion...get one group on your side ..give them
power and weapons and you kill nearly an entire population.
THIS GROUP OF BEINGS UPGRADED THE DNA OF THE HOMO -ERECTUS.AND ONLY THE
STRINGS OF DNA WHICH ARE CONNECTED TO THE LOWER REPTILIAN BRAIN. MAKING THE
MIND DOMINANT.MANIPULATING THE HUMAN FORM AS IT WAS INTENDED.BY DOING THIS
THEY CREATED A RACE THAT COULD COMMUNICATE BACK AND DO AS IT WAS
TOLD....MAKING A SLAVE.FOLLOWING ORDERS THAT IT RECEIVES IN HORIZONTAL MANNER
FROM AN OUTSIDE SOURCE..NOT USING IT'S OWN IMAGINATION AND THERE FOR THE
PINEAL GLAND DOESNOT RECEIVE LIGHT THROUGH THE CROWN CHAKRA.BY DOING THIS
YOU LIVE ANOTHER BEINGS INTENTION.Implanting etherical transmitters and receivers
which still resides in every human being today that only activates the thinking mind and
blocks the energy flow between the heart and the earth chakra's...the earth chakra's... the
knowing which is connected to the reptilian brain.These implants are heavely stimulated by
the electro waves transmitting fron pc,communication disks,etc...and keeps us in the
negative reptilian ego brain mode...expressing itself in the survival of the fittest mode...in
behaviour.Giving us just enough to survive so that we continue fighting to survive.
foto from www.portal2012.blogspot.nl
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BY LIVING THIS WAY THE PINEAL GLAND "SHUT'S DOWN" AND HAS BEEN
DEACTIVATED.BECAUSE IT DOES NOT RECEIVE LIGHT ANYMORE..YOU ARE THEN LOOSING
YOUR IMAGINATION HOW TO MANIFEST BEAUTIFUL THINGS INTO THE WORLD....YOUR ARE
SEEKING FOR A G(O)OD OUTSIDE YOURSELF TO CREATE NEW IDEAS...TO ENTERTAIN
YOURSELF..TO CREATE:A LEADER TELLING YOU WHAT TO DO.TV/computer screens are
killers of childrens imagination
believing a leader who is telling you that if you give your energy to his "good"intention you
will go to h(e)aven after death.By doing this and getting out of alignment we became sick
and mortal.
These galactic criminals kept impressing people(genetic manipulated slaves) with their
"Magic Tricks"to be honoured as GODS.And they controlled these slaves based on 2 basic
fears through the eons of "TIME": fear of death(non-existance) and fear of loss.Promissing
them a "hell"after death if they did not do as they were told.The people of the land who
experienced the feeling of fear for first time were very impressed...Not knowing that this
feeling is only a warning that the light(upward/downward spiral) is not connecting to the
heartspace: Not true!
Pulling them out of the schumann resonance and receiving their energy directed to them
through the ether.The the flow of energy that was surposed to flow into gaia's cristalgrid
passing the earthstar(30 cm under our feet) is disconnected.Sending our source energy to
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these tricky beings empowered them to manifest.Our energy body know 3 basic
things:attention,intention and awareness and where you aim it you feed!Giving your source
energy away by acting on freewill by your own choice... NOT Choosing Yourself...what you
want in life and how to act... to bring into this world...believing how it will make it more
easy for all of humanity...EVOLUTION.Rules and taxes have also made this impossible to
manifest without sanctions.
These group of beings wriggled there way into Atlantis.impressing it's inhabitant with their
magic and as a collective we believed their plans..to take over the source...acting on free
will.In those days was also an alignment as what we are waiting for now...for all planets to
share/copy eachothers energy.By using a creators tool such as we now know as CERN...they
intendend to project the lower vibrating ego matrix into the blackhole.This would copie like
a drop of water and contaminate all the dimensions.Making the reptilians The creators of
the source energy.GOD!!and thereby making them the ones who regulate the incarnations
in all the dimensions
They manipulated brother and sister civilisations like lemuria and ancient greece if they
would not cooperated.By using the cristal orb of atlantis to created destructive weather
conditions...trying to distort the leyline grid of mother earth...trying to seperate gaia's
energy body from her physical form.
This is what atomic warfare is all about...source energy.
During the alignment of planets between the sun and the blackhole..mother earth always
receives her upgrade for the following dimension to come,activating the Dna, so that you
are energetically prepared to enter the follow dimension... other wise it would be too much
pressure.
such an alignment as this happened during the time of atlantis:

They aimed there creators tool at the blackhole intending to blast a lightbeam..which the
earth's energy is used for..in to the blackhole for total take over...taking the planets energy
with them...using powerful source energy.You must be a loving intended being to handle
this energy or it will always backfire as proven in atlantis.
These beings were also known as the brothers belial..one of them also had the incarnation
of adolf hitler.
After the atomic blast which we had collectively choosen for(not all of course,more than
50%). The earth tilted on it's axis.it was chaos as you can iamgine and find in many
scriptures.Atlantis crumbled and dissappeared beneath the waves...and also the other
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"water"civilisations.
The source "saw"what happened and was always willing to give a second chance.
the Atlanteans who fled to the land..saved very important cristals and imbedded tme into
the crisatlline grid..far from the surfice and out of reach ...from these galactic criminals.
these cristal had the colours and vibrations of the 7 chakraystem
The piraimds were built:
By Elizabeth Trutwin:

The other thing I would like to talk about...Commander Hatonn.
Even though for years we believed ETs built the Pyramids - what we did not
understand is the Pyramids were built at the Creation Temple at Aldebaran and
BROUGHT TO EARTH and placed on the Giza Plateau by Hatonn and others.
Commander Hatonn is originally from the Planet Trantor and he is also one of the
folks that came here with Khu-Fu, who is also known as THOTH. He built the
Pyramid of Cheops. (The Giza Pyramid) But also at that time there was another
Commander named Kla-La. Kla-La comes from the planet Aldeberon, (the Eye of
Taurus) and in the story here after the destruction of Atlantis we needed some
pyramids to stabilize the axio-excursion of our planet. (Commander Kla-la is the
actual Designer and Engineer of the Giza Pyramid which were actually formed on the
Planet Aldeberon and then placed on Earth through ship technology. Khu-fu
(THOTH) was the pharaoh at the time so his name went onto the pyramids). The
Earth was wobbling in space by then (as a result of the sinking of Atlantis). The
Pyramids are stabilization generators-- Under all the pyramids,-- even in South
America, all over China, all over Egypt--are Sub-Etheric generators (underneath
them)-- that runs at a 5th Dimensional frequency. Commander Hatonn, and
Commander Kla-La were working together on this mission to help stabilize the axioexcursion of Earth at a point in time, so they have a relationship with Ashtar
Command. The Ashtar Command actually has a base between the King and Queen’s
chamber (under) the Great Pyramid of Giza. The Ship and the commanders that are
stationed there are responsible to keep that axiotonal alignment of Earth in place. Lord
Hatonn and the Ashtar Command go around Earth on a very regular basis and they
hold their StarShips over these Pyramids that hold these generators and they send a
beam underneath the pyramids into the sub-etheric generator to keep maintaining our
axio-excursion. There are three suns in one solar system. We are a Trinary Star
System. (Three sun system - Sirius A, Sirius B and Sol) Without Hatonn's work with
the Galactic Federation we would go super nova, and so what has happened now is
Alcyone, the Great Central Sun, which is located 400 light years away from Earth in
the Pleiades has sent out a whole belt of light --Called the Photon Belt. The Pleiades
is close to the center of our galaxy and Earth is on the very outer periphery of the
Milky Way Galaxy. The Photon Belt arrived on December 22, 2000 on the Winter
Solstice, it has completely surrounded Earth. The entire Solar System is kind of
locked into the tractor beam of the Photon Belt and we have changed directions. We
are in the process now of moving away from the outer periphery of the western spiral
arm of the Milky Way Galaxy. We’re like on a tractor beam of the Photon Belt and
heading towards the Pleiades. December 21, 2012 we reached a completely different
sector of the Milky Way Galaxy and adjacent to the Pleiades. By the time we get
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there, there will be nine Suns in our atmosphere! (Sirius A, Sirius B, Sol, Jupiter,
Saturn, Venus, Uranus, Mars, Earth)
Not all Channels who post Hatonn messages are really connecting to this One. Two
come to mind right away, both are disinformation agents. Commander Hatonn is 12
feet tall and he has evolved to being part machine. That may sound funny to us - that
that is Higher than human. We will be meeting some very awesome Beings of Light.
Thank you Elizabeth!!!!

A new grid was built:
Hollow earth made piramids to conduct from the inner sun towards the crsiatlline grid....
the free energy that your saw:tesla's orb.
As you have read above, piramids where put on the survice and usually at places where the
underground is not really stable..TOO KEEP HER STABLE!!!Oil stabilizes the frequencies
when the stargates under the piraimds are actvated.
The piramids of hollow earth and the surfice feeding the earth's computergrid...providing an
upwards and downwards spiral on macro level..sending enenrgy to all living beings on the
planet...we are all cristalline...
Because we nearly destructed ourselves..the cristals that were saved from the atomic blast
were inmbedded in earth's grid.These are connected to our 7 based chakra system.giving us
just enough energy to learn to live in harmony with Gaia AGAIN..learning from the bottom
up.The cristal -orb(assemblage point of energy still is herein etherical form and activates the
earthchakra's...also known as the waves in the mayan calendar...leaving an energetic trail:
an energy they also call the rainbowserpent:

when the assemblage point is above power nodes in the leyline grid... people are very
attracted to go on holidays to such places.And during the alignment it will be above the rock
opposit machu pichu,,,it's called the heart of the mother..the river that flow by is called rio
de madre.Regenerating with frequencies to awaken the etherical chakra's.This is the input
of the feminin principal.
As we may know and realize, this is what they have done to all the planets in our solar
system..creating one big trace of destruction
The galactic criminals never lost their full consiousness and set up a system that you can
compare which destructed Atlantis.It has different componants thats forms one functioning
destructive system.
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they set a lower vibrating etherical network:
By placing their lower vibrating transforming networks on leyline nodes:
https://www.google.nl/search?q=haarp&hl=nl&rlz=1T4NDKB_nlNL560NL560
&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=dj2jUoHJFsvKswae64HABQ&ved=
0CD8QsAQ&biw=1440&bih=721
These transmitters and receivers send out lower vibrating frequencies to activate the lower
reptilian brain.which is projected to us in a horizontal fashion:remember the element
air/ether copies...just like water.And this electro frequencies impact us..our bodies are
made of water and there for copies the frequencies.
The implants in the frontal brain are strongly activated which stimulates a negative internal
dialog...Always in our negative mind...being strategic because of our fear of death and
loss.Only being good to ourselves.Having no heart for another's situation.
Going to work for our "BOSS"earning scratch to provide the basic needs:food and shelter...
You go to work and manifest another's intention.From that money you buy food to
generate energy to go to work AGAIN.In your "FREE TIME" you watch the new mindcontrole
ALTAR: TV and go to sleep,to regenerate to go to work again.The frequencies of the tv and
other sreens activates the etheric inplants.
They also have mobile HAARP ships to place above the leyline nodes at sea and escpecially
above underwater piramids:
https://www.google.nl/search?q=haarp&hl=nl&rlz=1T4NDKB_nlNL560NL560
&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=dj2jUoHJFsvKswae64HABQ&ved=
0CD8QsAQ&biw=1440&bih=721#hl=nl&q=haarp+ships&tbm=isch
Under water piramid next to japan:

They also have a mobile ship to place above underwater piramids:
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Well know you are thinking...soooo???
they can ajust the the vertical in and output of these power nodes and send them to
anywhere they intend an inpact.
This is where the secret warprogramm comes in.They have a network of dishes attached to
satellites around the earth,flying in orbit.These cristalline generators on board and in other
installations on the land can project a beam towards these dishes.They can aim this"tesla
deathray'back to earth or project it towards a ship of the galactic federation and always
threatening the lightforces to harm us is they come any closer.....they love us and stay at
distance to reduce the fearfactor/non alignment.
now think 9/11.
MANHATTON AND JAPAN are built on power nodes, leylines.They built their industries on
these sacred places(vortex energy) to keep the grid low.The amplifyers of light:humanity is
only working on survival of the fittest mode in the ego centered...out of alignment reptilian
slave system.Only activating the 7 chakra system.making no connection to the higher self.
life flourishes on these places,water runs through to regenerate:
http://www.newyorknature.net/Native.html
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/mapas_ocultotierra/esp_mapa_ocultotierra_07.htm
They put arena's , churches,industries, on these places were people get empowerd by
source light...too make them work harder. From the money they don't have, they buy things
they don't need ,to impress people they don't like.. mentality.Allworking harder to maintain
the life they have archieved:possesions.Believing this makes them happy....for a while
Churches promising heaven and hell to be elsewhere...if you do what yout told to do.When I
take a look around I am convinced that it can't get much worser than now.
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Such places begin to vibrate to low because of the distorted energy flow of it's
inhabitants.The gods,the creators:humanity acting in the name of source:G(o)od/love
Still in the mind...always afraid of boredom..because of no horizontal input to entertain
themselves...so they buy new gadgets to entertain themselves.

We all know now that disclosure was going to happen the day after 9/11.So they projected
a beam towards a satellite dish above New York and projected it back again at the twin
towers.The mercury in the smoke alarm system is a perfect conductor of these
energies...put a nuke in the basement and you have done the job...and lowering earths
energies because of the negative input into the leylines.The ones who stay behind have not
much reason to be in LOVE because of loosing their dear ones at 9/11.Actually they are
home ..in higher dimensions of existance which is just a vibration.Maybe back to their home
planet of on board the ships of the galactic federation.They were pulled out of their bodies
before inpact to reduce to much damaging inpact to their energy bodies, by the radiation.
After the landings you can visit the ones who past over again..when the time(vibration) is
right.
Tesla Deathray: http://www.youtube.com/results?
search_query=jesse+ventura+tesla+death+ray&sm=3
Haarp etc.uses Mother earths energies to against herself and every living thing on earth
and our galatic family.
Chemtrails:
Creating a web in the sky which contains lots of metals that can function as a horizontal
shield to distort vertical input into leyline nodes..it can also be used to manipulate weather
by projecting a lower or higher vibrating resonance spread over a huge surface to create
distorted weather patterns.No to mention the other materials put into these chemtrails to
keep our vibtaions low and poison us...preventing us to come to enlightment.
CERN
before you read this...know that our galactic family has everything under control and
nothing drastic will happen...only the truth has to come out.
I just want to mention that I find it quite amazing that people never question:WHO PAYED
FOR THIS:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6UioMaplabo
google and find more answers.This is a device that is staring at the blackhole..and intending
to do the same thing they intended to do at the time of atlantis!
But mother earth's energy is vibrating to low to archive light speed...they need pure source
material to archieve lightspeed to create a continuity.And these little sparks of source
material reside in all beings with red bloed...in the heart:the diamand Particle.Which when
you are aligned,spreads its energy through your meridian system and chakra's towards
everycell in your body...and in the middle of each sun...a pinpoint of source material around
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which the atoms circle...a minature planetary system!!!!
Our meridian system is becoming cristalline again to activate the 13 chakra's system we had
in Atlantis...and with that our creating/healing powers.
And the dark ones have always known that this day would come...that they would be
revealed...and we would be empowered.
The St michael rose leyline was activated by many spiritual leaders after the full of
atlantis.The survivers activated this and embedded cristals to maintain a high
frequency.Bringing the teachings/knowing of the days in lemuria..when the earth was the
garden of eden ..
This leyline begins at skellig michael,runs through ireland and england...over
london...through france and up to the piramids of Gizeh.
CERN TAPS ITS ENERGY OF THIS GRID!!Cern can create a wormhole when is has enough
capacity....what they call the higgs/boson particle.
The Louvre museam in Paris is built on this grid...and I can tell you..the whole place is made
of materials with contain a large amount of cristalline structure.These minerals have copied
the essence of everbody who has been there...When we are there we are in full
alignment...in love and joy..enjoying the beautiful objects the have.Feeding the grid below
with our energies.
In lower occult teachings they replaced the element Cristal for Metal...to distract you.
Metals are like antennes... they can only transport low vibrations..not the whole bandwith
of all frequencies of source..cristalline can only conduct this energy
like I mentioned before.. stadiums are built on leyline nodes. The people who are there are
usually in a dualistic,survival of the fittest mode...competing.Together they let the leyline
node spread lower vibrating energie across the world.They give a lower vibrating vertical
input.Together creating a low vibrtingvortex.
Let's have a look at the articles about the ground the olympic arena was built on:
https://www.google.nl/search?
sourceid=navclient&aq=&oq=the+olympic+arena+was+built+on+&hl=nl&ie=UTF-8&rlz=
1T4NDKB_nlNL560NL560
&q=was+the+olympic+stadium+built+on+a+nuclear+site+&gs_l=hp..0.0.0.0.1.12344076.......
....0.dIeQowcvtTY&pbx=1
thirteen inorganic beings had to be at the opening of the olympics...beings who have no
vertical connection to source. .This is why there was so much security in london with DNA
scans etc.Some of them were being arrested.The positive military know who they are.
Their intention was to create a second 9/11.An implosion on radio active waste would have
create a lower vibrating vortex and deviding the energy bodies from the human
form.Through this created blackhole the energy of the people in the stadium would have
been sucked into the cristalgrid towards CERN.The humans in the arena are the god's
particle....
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Blossom Goodchild put out a call for a worldwide meditation towards the olympics...and the
energy was sent by thousands which created a strong upwards spiral and changed the
outcome.A spaceship above the arena was there to keep everything safe when the
fireworks went of.TOGETHER:humanity and the forces of light prevented the outcome.kept
the people in the arena safe..In LOVE

THE WAY GAIA'S GRID SHOULD FUNCTION.
We have piramids and power nodes which receive the input from other dimensions/planets
in a vertical manner.
SO DO WE
we have cristalline obelisks which is a torodial field and projects its frequencies outwardly
into the ether/air
https://www.google.nl/search?q=obelisks&hl=nl&qscrl=1&rlz=1T4NDKB_nlNL560NL560
&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=nHejUsfAC4bHtQaxoIHICQ&ved=
0CEIQsAQ&biw=1440&bih=721
toridial field:

yes we have the same energy..receiving vertically through the spirals and projecting
outwardly into the ether.
The energy from the piramids reach us when your chakra's are in alignment..and they are
doing everthing to distort this connection.
You might know the lightforces are doing everything they can do.There are many Channels
of information about this.The only thing we still have to do is to reveal this occult plan.The
forces of light are waiting for humanity to know this...so that people understand they have
been cleaning up after us for a long time.They Love us and just want to be welcomed in.so
that we realize who we were and what happened.
They have prevented the worst to happen.we have to spread this news so that people
understand that a lot of people are going to be arrested...and A lot of them have been seen
as idols.
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And I would be searching in the occult bilderberg group if I were you...looking for the
highest degree in free masonary. and do not always think of a man..it might be A woman.
These inplants that we all have from the days of atlantis are also transmitters.So where
does the energy manifest???? THINK GOD"S PARTICLE???

Do you understand the ancient egyptian symbol now...every cell has an inner sun:

.
and the energy of the piramids:
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if we are in meditaion of just walking we only have to imagine the our energy connect to
this grid...imagine this...sharing your energy to reach everybody.sneding our enery to the
obelisks and piramids...intending them to work as they should:

From our seat in the living room we can send light/love to this system...just by consiously
connecting.
The galactic federation is waiting to be welcomed in BY US
...SO THAT WE CAN WORK
TOGETHER ON CREATING PARADISE AGAIN...BUT WE MUST REVEAL THE DARK INTENTIONS
WITHOUT THE FEAR OF BEING REDICULED.
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AFTER THE LANDINGS THE GALACTIC FEDERATION WILL GIVE YOU THE WHOLE STORY WITH
IMAGES REGENERATED FROM MOTHER EARTHS DATA BANK.EVERYTHING WHAT HAPPENED
ON EARTH CAN BE RETRIEVED THROUGH THESE DATABANKS TO SHOW THE TRUE STORY.

By knowing this :we were the lemurians,the atlanteans,the annunaki.the templers,the
mayans.the dark cabal....WE ALL HAD INCARNATIONS ON THE DARK AND THE LIGHTSIDE TO
EXPERIENCE THE COMMUNITY WE COLLECTIVELY INTENDED TO BE.KNOWING THIS, THERE
IS NO POINTING THE FINGER ONLY HEALING BY ACTIVATIONG THE CORRECTED
dna...EXPRESSIONS OF LOVE...WE CREATED IT ALL TOGETHER AND TOGETHER WE WILL
HEAL...ASSISTED BY OUR FAMILY OF LIGHT:THE GALACTIC FEDERATION. AND OUR
BROTHERS AND SISTERS FROM HOLLOW EARTH.
IF WE GATHER IN HARMONY AT THESE LEYLINES NODES YOU ACTUALLY CAN BE ASSURED
THAT YOU WILL RECEIVE A SIGN BACK...LIKE IN CLOSE ENCOUNTERS...A DEMONSTRATION
OF THEIR LOVING INTENT AND FOR OTHERS TO SEE.

IT'S NOT SO MUCH ABOUT THE LIGHTS IN THE SKY ...BUT THE LIES ON THE
GROUND...KEEPING OUR TRUE HER-STORY FROM US..AND FORGETTING TO INFORM US
HOW POWERFUL WE ARE!!!!!
Spaceship Ison is residing CLOSE TO THE SUN OR IN THE SUN.(stargate) and is combinng it's
energies with the sun...to awaken us a bit more...to make us energetically available to
undergo the proces of activation of the highest frequencies..The pineal gland. It will activate
the blue print of all the planets is passes to make us energetically alike.Ison is blue star
Kachina and Niburu is the red star Kachina.Niburu can cloak itself ..and thereby still
exchanged the energy of what is to come. and who says ison can not cloak itself???
http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=niburu+see+from+the+southpole&sm=3

In Cooperation with the forces of light and Elizabeth truwin,
namsté
Hilda
The Netherlands
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